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senior capstone {elemental gems}

process book

poster seriesElemental gems is a campaign designed to promote the use of crystals as a means towards self-help  
and healing. This semester long project included extensive research and the development of reasoning  
behind each design decision that was made, and the outcomes include a process book depicting my  
execution of this project and all of its elements, photography of each crystal specimen included in the  
project, a website which will soon go live, and a series of posters to spark curiosity and the desire  
to learn more about crystal healing.
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Identity

After a vast exploration of directions for identity, a purely type-
based identity was decided upon. It was determined that 
because this is not a product being sold, but a collection of 
information being provided, a traditional logo or mark was not 
necessary, and the identity should remain a beautiful treatment 
of type. Additionally, a juxtaposition of serif and san serif fonts 
was chosen to create a balanced but intriguing interaction of 
letterforms. Further identifying characteristics will include graphic 
elements of hand-rendered crystals that will be explored later in 
the book.

 

Headline
ITC New Baskerville (Roman)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Tagline
Futura Std (Light)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

 

Process: C - 65, M - 55, Y - 60, K - 35
RGB: R - 79, G - 82, B - 77

Process: C - 36, M - 14, Y - 16, K - 4
RGB: R - 157, G - 185, B - 194
 

why?

final identity
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Graphic Elements

In order to maintain an organic feel, the 
majority of the graphic elements present in 
the Elemental Gems campaign are directly 
drawn or traced from crystals. The crystals 
chosen are ones that have beautiful 
terminations or naturally occurring patterns, 
in addition to strong metaphysical qualities 
and energies.

Additional graphic elements consist of 
drawn representations of each of the 
seven chakras. The chakras are incredibly 
important in crystal use through meditation, 
and each crystal affects certain chakras 
in specific ways. These elements will not 
be overly present in the majority of my 
design, but will be essential visual aids in 
the crystal guides.

 

crystal elementschakras
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website

senior capstone {elemental gems}
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developing a brand {recreational wrapping}

The collection of the Recreational Wrapping pieces is a project that I have used to brand and promote my 
jewelry making company.  In addition to this, I created a few spreads of a how-to book teaching others how  
to make pieces similar to my own. Additionally, you can visit my website at http://recreationalwrapping.com.
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how-to book

business card & brochure
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a beginner’s guide to wire wrapped jewelry

wrap!

Emily Snyder

gallery
pendants - 66

pins - 74

rings - 78

bracelets - 82
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weaves
basic

simple wrap - 10

spiral wrap - 10

zipper stitch/core concentration stitch - 11

tooth weave - 12

aztec stair weave - 12

cross weave - 12

curved cross weave - 13

simple swirl - 14

variations to spiral wrap - 14
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simple wrap

spiral wrap

zipper stitch/core concentration stitch

1

2
3

4

With non-dominent hand, secure one end of 
smaller gauge against larger gauge.

Start wrapping around the base wire away 
from your body. 

Continue wrapping in this fashion until you 
have the desired length for your piece.

Create a simple wrap about 4 times long 
than you want your spiral, leaving about 1 
cm at the base.

Secure the base of the simple wrap around 
your base wire, then continue to wrap the 
simple wrap around the base wire, as if you 
were creating another simple wrap.

The zipper stitch and the core concentration stitch are created using 
the same technique; the zipper pattern forms on the bottom and the 
core concentration pattern formson the top.

1

2
3

1

2
3

4

1

2
3

4

Wrap once around center base wire away 
from you.

Continuing the rotation, wrap around all 
three base wires twice.

Wrap around only middle base wire, in the 
same way that the first loop was done.  

Repeat process to reach desired length. This is what the front will look like: the core 
concentration stitch.

This is what the back will look like: the 
zipper stitch.
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jasper

aquamarine

aquamarine

heliodor

herkimer diamond

amethyst

sunstone

kyanite

black kyanite

kunzite

kyanite

ammonite

quartz

tourmaline

heulandite

heliodor

aquamarine

vesuvianite

fire opal

amethyst

thunder bay amethyst

pendants
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developing a brand {quemper}

This campaign was designed as a theoretical enterprise incorporating support of local creativity  
and production with the education of the public to the benefits of shopping local, including financial, 
environmental and interpersonal. The goal was to fight for the success of local artisans and business  
people, by selling only locally made products, and to spark the idea in individuals that buying local  
really can make a difference, no matter how small. 
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identity

tradeshow space

storefront design
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ad design {FourNine Design}
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The poster advertisement for Smuggler’s Notch Distillery was one of the first projects I completed at my 
internship at FourNine Design.  The objective of the ad was to promote SND’s recently developed Gin 
through a tasty cocktail designed specifically for the gin.  This ad was featured at the unveiling party of the gin.

The objective of this project was to give Pomerleau Real Estate’s tradeshow space a facelift. Pomerleau was a fairly recent client of FourNine 
and although their brand was already in place, we were given the task of creating a more current and accessible look within the parameters of 
their existing brand. In redesigning the table skirt and central banner, we modernized the booth’s appearance while remaining consistent with 
the look and feel that is encompassed by Pomerleau.

pomerleau real estatesmuggler’s notch distillery

Jeff Baumann
Crafted By

Ingredients

Regan's Orange Bitters

Boyden Valley Cassis
basil simple syrup

lime
Smugglers Notch Gin

INDIAN
SUMMER



developing a brand {vine & brew}

The vine & brew project started out as a challenge to increase bike tourism in Vermont by making the official 
state bike map more accessible to users. After our client chose to keep it simple and just update the state map, 
we were given the opportunity to use the original project as a prompt to build a brand and campaign around 
a system of our choice to increase bike tourism in Vermont. Vine & brew provides an engaging challenge to 
participants by encouraging them to bike to each destination on the passport, thereby bringing business to 
local breweries and wineries of Vermont and getting people outdoors and on their bikes.
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graphic elements

brand application

passport
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